TECH <GO>
TECHNICAL STUDY BROWSER

An intuitive, simply structured portal for all standard, proprietary and third-party technical studies on the Bloomberg Professional® service.

WHY USE TECH <GO>?

A SIMPLE SEARCH TOOL
In the past 12 months, Bloomberg has released more than 70 new studies and the library continues to grow every day. TECH <GO> is the new repository for all studies and indicators on Bloomberg.

PROPRIETARY STUDIES
Bloomberg now offers a set of new proprietary studies developed by our internal technical analysis team. Third-party proprietary studies are also available via an additional subscription service. Custom study creation will soon be available at STDY <GO>; any saved custom studies will also be found here in the User Defined category, option 15.

FIND AND TEST NEW STUDIES
Looking for new ways to track the market? Browse through studies on TECH <GO> and learn about their history, algorithms and suggested implementation. TECH <GO> is your opportunity to see which studies are most popular with other Bloomberg users and to discover new studies that may complement those you use now.

A SHORTCUT FOR EVERY STUDY
TECH <GO> now provides a keyboard shortcut for every study available on Bloomberg—overlaid on a GP <GO> chart. Once a chart is launched, you may save it to your G <GO> folders to make further edits.
CHART <GO>

CHART CREATION & EDUCATION

WHAT'S NEW?

CREATE CUSTOM CHARTS
The chart wizard on the bottom left-hand side of the screen helps you quickly discover and create new types of charts, which can then be saved to your custom G <GO> folders. Access your custom charts using the link at the bottom of the page.

CHARTING & TECHNICAL NEWS
Looking for new investment ideas? The Chart of the Day and Chart Resources sections at the top of the page contain interactive charting links with news stories on technical events, trends and other chart-related topics.

BROWSE SAMPLE CHART LIBRARY
The bottom right-hand side of the screen provides ideas on how different types of charts can help you better analyze the market. Browse through chart thumbnails and descriptions, select an option and save it to your G <GO> folder to edit securities, studies and more.

EDUCATION
Chart Resources contains video tutorials, seminar archives, links to documentation and other educational materials. Sign up to receive the Weekly Technical Strategy newsletter, written by Bloomberg product specialists, which explains new enhancements to the charting product on Bloomberg, highlights current events and more. The Chart Resources section also links to Bloomberg’s new backtesting tool, BTST <GO>.

For additional information, press the <HELP> key twice on the Bloomberg Professional® service.
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